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Figure&1&

&

In& the& pursuit& of& understanding& star& formation& histories& in& the& local& universe,& observations& and& theory& have& been& combined& to& find&
global&population&trends&(Krumholz&et&al.&2012).& In&all&global&population&trends&there&are&outliers,&and&here&we&present&one&of& these:&
GAMA&567676.&Observed&as&part&of&the&SAMI&Galaxy&Survey,&the&morphology&of&the&Hα&map&of&this&galaxy&stood&out&over&the&others&when&
compared&with&its&respective&SDSS&Thumbnail.&Here&is&a&galaxy&of&low&mass,&Log(M_star)&=&8.517,&and&low&Hα&SFR,&M_star/yr&=&0.136,&but&
with&~80%&of&the&star&formation&coming&from&one&star&forming&region&in&the&outskirts&of&the&galaxy&as&seen&in&the&optical.&A&collection&of&
diagnostic&plots&have&been&provided&in&Figure&1&where&the&“galaxy&and&blob&(G+B)”&is&defined&as&the&large&red&circle,&the&“blob&(B)”&as&the&
small& red& circle,& and& the& “galaxy& (G)”& defined& as& (G+B)& –& (B).&Within& the&BPT&diagram,& symbols& are:&G+B&=&diamond,&G&=&downward&
triangle,&B&=&upward&triangle.&This&works&focuses&on&one&galaxy,&but&there&appear&to&be&more&(a&few&percent&of&the&SAMI&Galaxy&Survey)&
and&a&statistical&analysis&of&these&objects&will&be&carried&out&as&the&survey&proceeds.&&
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Figure 2. This figure provides 12 diagnostic plots for GAMAJ141103.98-003242.3, labelled (a) to (l). (a) and (b) are the SDSS g- and
r-band images. (c) and (d) are the fitted continuum images. (e) and (f) are the Log10 of H� and H↵ respectively. (g) is the H↵(EW). (h)
is the H↵ velocity dispersion in km s�1. (i) is the H↵ rotation curve as measured with an inclination of XXX and PA of XXX from (j),
the H↵ velocity field in km s�1. (k) is an H↵ fitted velocity model in km s�1 using kinemetry (see text for details), and (l) is the velocity
residual field in km s�1 after subtraction (k) from (j). In all images, the box is 15"⇥15" in side, the large red circle has a diameter of
15", and the small red circle (centred about the HII region) has a diameter of 4". All units of flux are normalised to 10�16ergs s�1 cm�2.

5 DISCUSSION

In the analysis of the derived parameters of
GAMAJ141103.98-003242.3 and its HII region, we find the
sheer contrast of star formation particularly interesting,
especially in a low stellar mass system. If we combined the
measured SFRs of the HII region and the galaxy we get a
rate of 0.182M� yr�1, which is higher than that measured
from GAMA, but lower than that measured from GALEX.
This is likely due to the photometrically equated aperture
correction of Hopkins et al. (2003) not properly taking into
account the HII region, and the scatter in the Salim et al.
(2007) relationship respectively.

The difference in metallicity between that measure in
the HII region and that of the main galaxy is small, but
suggestive that the HII region has a lower metallicity, which
is indicative of this HII region undergoing its star formation
at a time later in the evolution of the galaxy, but prior to
full mixing of metals from star formation elsewhere in the
galaxy. The HI detection in the HIPASS data is large enough
(an order of magnitude greater than the stellar mass) that
it can supply enough hydrogen to sustain the star formation
as detected by the H↵. If the HII region is truly of this size
then the chances of supernova going off quickly would be
high and a detection in the FIRST catalogue likely, but no

detection is found, which supports the idea of a young HII
region.

With an H↵ luminosity of 1.4⇥ 10

40W, the HII region
lies in the top percentile of the Oey & Clarke (1998) HII
region luminosity function. It is 93% of the H↵ luminosity
of 30 Doradus, and would also be very similar to the LMC
- 30 Doradus system in morphology once projected to the
same distance. Another comparison could be made with the
galaxy Tololo 1434+032, detailed in Cairós et al. (2010),
which also displays an off-centred HII region. In this case,
Tololo 1434+032 is at a quarter of the distance and an order
of magnitude less in H↵ luminosity in its HII region. Other
similar galaxies in H↵ morphology include NGC 2366 and
NGC 4861, detailed in van Eymeren et al. (2009a,b) respec-
tively, but lack of flux calibrated H↵ measurements restricts
further comparison.

These systems are of particular interest in the under-
standing of massive star cluster formation. As mentioned in
Section 1, a progenitor of such a star cluster would need to
meet at least four criteria including: (1) high H↵ luminos-
ity, (2) low velocity shear, (3) high HI gas content, and (4)
high baryon/dark matter ratio. We will now discuss the case
for each in the context of GAMAJ141103.98-003242.3’s HII
region being a progenitor.
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Fig. 2. H !! region LFs of NGC 3631 (top panel), whose cata-
logue contains 801 H !! regions, fitted with a double power law,
and of NGC 1068 (lower panel), with 166 H !! regions, and fit-
ted with a single power law. The LFs have been plotted with bin
widths of 0.2 and 0.5 dex, repectively.

Fig. 1 (online only). The bin widths for plotting and fitting were
determined following Scott (1979), and vary from 0.2 to 0.7 dex
as a function of the number of H !! regions (see Table 1). We fit
slopes to the LFs, following the equation N(L)dL = AL!adL,
where N(L)dL is the number of H !! regions with luminosities
in the range L to L + dL, and a is the slope, as introduced by
KEH. Consistent with KEH and most of the more recent work,
we made an adjustment of !1 to the slopes of the plotted LFs,
which is due to the fact that we show di!erential LFs as deter-
mined with logarithmic binning, whereas the slopes refer to a
di!erential LF with linear binning. The slopes, as determined
with a weighted fit, have been plotted on the LFs in Fig. 1, and
are listed, along with their formal errors and coe"cients of de-
termination r2, in Table 1.

KEH pointed out (see also, e.g., Rand 1992; Beckman et al.
2000) that for those galaxies which have large enough numbers
of H !! regions with L > 39 dex, the LFs were, in general, best
fitted with a double power law, with the fit to the higher-L portion
of the LF steeper-sloped than that of the lower-L portion. This is
borne out in the present sample, where only eight of our galaxies
satisfy the requirement of su"cient high-L H !! regions to entail
a statistically significant double power law fit. Fitting the LFs
of these galaxies with a single power law gives a demonstrably
inferior fit. Parameters of the single power law fits are listed in
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Fig. 3. LF made from the combined H !! region catalogues of 53
of our sample galaxies. The large number of H !! regions allows
plotting the LF in steps of 0.1 dex. The best double-slope fit is
indicated by the lines, where dashes show extrapolations beyond
the range over which the best fit has been made.

Table 1 for all those galaxies in the sample with su"cient H !!
regions to do this reliably, whereas the results of the double fits
are listed in Table 2 (online only). Fig. 2 shows representative
examples of a galaxy where a double fit is superior (top panel)
and of one with insu"cient high-L H !! regions (lower panel).

5.2. Composite luminosity functions

In the present Letter, our purpose is to discuss the combined
LF for the complete sample (rather than to use separately the
individual LFs shown in Fig. 1). We can produce a combined
LF because all our data have been uniformly calibrated pho-
tometrically, and because, separating the sample into three ba-
sic morphological blocks: early, intermediate and late types,
we did not find significant di!erences in the slopes of the low
or high luminosity portions of the LF. The result, which con-
tains 17,797 H !! regions, is shown in Fig. 3 (bin width 0.1 dex).
Overlaid on that Figure is the best double power law fit (aupper =
!1.36± 0.02, r2 = 0.98; alower = !1.86± 0.03, r2 = 1.00). A sin-
gle power law can be fitted (asingle = !1.58±0.01, r2 = 0.94), but
has a significantly lower coe"cient of determination. The low-L
limit to the fitted range occurs at a value of L = 37.6 dex, which
is a completeness limit imposed by a combination of signal-to-
noise ratio and spatial resolution in the H! images. As we will
see below, this completeness limit occurs well below the break
luminosity and allows fits to both the low and high-L slopes.

Not only does the statistical strength of our combined LF of
almost 18,000 H !! regions allow us to confirm so clearly that
a break occurs in the LF slope, but the quality of our data is
good enough for us to establish exactly where that break occurs.
We made successive fits to the two slopes, varying the break lu-
minosity between L = 37.7 dex and 39.1 dex. Fig. 4 shows the
parameter which best indicates the quality of each fit, the coef-
ficient of determination, r2, as a function of log L for both the
lower and upper slopes. Before interpreting the results, we must
note that r2 will move closer to unity (indicating better fits) as
more points are fitted, which will occur for higher break-L for
the lower-L slope, and vice versa for the upper slope. Even so,
Fig. 4 clearly shows a maximum for each slope, indicating a dis-
tinct and restricted range of log L where the best fit quality is
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high baryon/dark matter ratio. We will now discuss the case
for each in the context of GAMAJ141103.98-003242.3’s HII
region being a progenitor.
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